
 
  

A 
LTHOUGH air travel is not anywhere near 
the exciting and adventuresome experience 
that it was twenty to fifty years ago, those 

of us who continue to ply the airways for vocation or 
avocation still find an occasional view worth sharing. 
Long-time MAARC member Dom Giglio recently 
found it necessary to take a flight to San Francisco, 
where he discovered a display at the airport that 
caught his eye, one worthy of photographing for his 
and our pleasure…. 
 
From the 10th of March to the 4th of November, 2018, 
the San Francisco International Airport’s Terminal 3 
has been home to a beautiful and extensive display of 
radios, largely (but certainly not entirely) from the 
pre-war“Golden Age” period.  The many radios on 
display were grouped in dozens of glass exhibit cases 
in the 400-foot-long central walkway on the 
departure level (past Security, therefore accessible 
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only to ticketed passengers).  This is SFO’s usual 
exhibit area where they have hosted art, 
architectural, air travel, and other displays over the 
years.  This is the lo0ng promenade that is flanked 
by the two long “moving-sidewalks,” one leading 
to, and one returning from, Terminal 3 gates.  Each 
of the glass cases is about 6’x 6’x 8’ tall and has on 
display from a few to a dozen radios which share a 
sort of theme.  For example there were cases for 
Catalin radios, for clock radios, for very large 
consoles, and on and on.  The whole exhibit was 
called “On the Radio,” and the introductory display 
in the center of the exhibit’s starting point carried 
the exhibit name and purpose, a celebration of the 
history of radio as entertainment and information 
over nearly the past full century.  This display 
introduction reads: 

(Continued on page 3) 

“ON THE RADIO” - SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT SALUTES RADIO HISTORY 

BY DOM GIGLIO AND ED LYON 
SFO - the destination for many business travelers who need to visit Silicon Valley vendors or nearby educational 
institutions - and a welcome stop-off for those wending their ways overseas on business or pleasure - that haven 
of inconvenience, hurried long sprints from gate to gate, and unexpected delays, cancellations, and interminable 
security queues - yes, that place - hosted and presented one of the most spectacular classic-radio exhibitions ever 
seen, this autumn, from early September to early November, intended only for the flying public - and Radio Age. 
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A BOUT MAARC and RADIO AGE. Radio Age became the 
monthly newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club in 

June 1994. Prior to that date, the MAARC Newsletter and Radio Age 
were separate publications. 

Subscription to Radio Age begins with the next available issue after 
the membership application and dues are received. Dues are $24 per 
year in the US, $36 in Canada, and $60 elsewhere, all payable in 
US dollars. Two-year, three-year, and life memberships are 
available; contact the Membership Chair . All checks are payable to 
MAARC and, for new members, must accompany the membership 
application, which is available from the Membership Chair or the 
MAARC website (www.maarc.org). If you change your mailing 
address, email, or phone number, please notify the Membership 
Chair immediately so corrections can be made to Radio Age’s 
mailing list. The Post Office will not forward your newsletters. 

Back issues of the MAARC Newsletter from Vol. I, No. 1 (August 
1984) and most issues of Radio Age from Vol. 1, No. 1 (October 
1975) are available for $3.50 each postpaid from Geoff Shearer. 10 
percent discount on orders of 12 or more back issues and 15 percent 
on orders of 60 or more back issues. Make checks payable to 
MAARC. 

Submissions to Radio Age are welcomed. Typewritten copy is 
preferred to handwritten. Articles should be submitted in PC format, 
preferably via email or on a CD or flash drive, in MS Word, Word 
Perfect, Wordpad, or RTF format, without fancy formatting, 
because the editors will have to modify it anyway. Photographs, if 
hardcopy, should be high quality black and white or color. Softcopy 
graphics files should be in TIFF or JPEG formats; contact the 
editors for further guidance. Send your submission to any Radio 
Age editor and include your name, address, phone, and email. 

MAARC MONTHLY MEETINGS. Most months MAARC 
meetings are held at the Davidsonville Family Recreation Center, 
3789 Queen Anne Bridge Rd., Davidsonville, MD (map below). 
From U.S. 50, take MD 424 south for 2.5 miles. Turn right on MD 
214 for 0.6 miles, and angle left on Queen Anne Bridge Road for 
1.1 miles. The entrance will be on your left. April and December 
meetings are usually held at the Sully Station Community Center in 
Northern Virginia. Check the calendar on page 16 for details. 

                     

The contents of this publication are copyright©2018,  Mid-Atlantic Antique 
Radio Club, unless specifically marked otherwise on each article. Generally, 
all articles in Radio Age may be reprinted, provided specific permission is 
first obtained from a Radio Age editor (and the copyright holder, if not 
Radio Age) and full credit is given. 
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On the Radio 

New exhibition highlights more than six 
decades of radio design 
 

 SAN FRANCISCO - March 8, 2018 - Radio 
is one of the great technological triumphs of the 
20th century.  Envisioned for wireless 
communication, radio became a universal mass 
media and captivated audiences across the 
world.  For the first time in history, populations 
separated by thousands of miles could be 
notified of important news at a moment’s 
notice.  In the United States, radio 
programming shaped popular culture and 
strengthened national unity.  Millions of 
Americans gathered around their radios every 
night during the 1930s and 1940s to hear live 
comedies, serials, musical performances, and 
news reports.  Radio was the most exciting and 
accessible technology of its time and 
galvanized the imagination of countless 
listeners. 
 
Between 1922 and 1924, the number of radio 
stations in the United States skyrocketed from 
twenty-eight to more than 1,400.  By the 1930s, 
a new series of compact, high-powered radios 
incorporated improved vacuum tubes and 
circuitry.  This was the golden age of 
broadcasting, characterized by radio shows 
performed by actors, sound engineers, and live 
musicians.  As television took the spotlight in 
the 1950s, radio programming shifted to 
recorded music and talk shows.  Transistorized 
portables and automobile radios cranked out 
rock ’n’ roll and Top-40 hit songs, deejays and 
radio show hosts became overnight stars, and 
the number of receivers in the United States 
doubled.  Radio had cultivated a massive and 
mobile audience.  This exhibition highlights 
more than sixty years of radio design, from 
crystal sets and luxury consoles, to stylish 
tabletop models and pocket-sized transistors. 
 
Thank you to the following lenders for making 
this exhibition possible: Tom Albrecht, Jaime 
Arbona, Steve Cabella, California Historical 
Radio Society, History San José, Steve 
Kushman, The Museum of American Heritage, 
Don Pettee, and John Schneider. 

. 

(Continued from page 1) 

The exhibit was very well done, and most of the 
credit for its conception and execution is due to the 
Californis Historical Radio Society and  Steve 
Kushman, CHRS president, working with SFO’s 
Museum staff. Several display cases were dedicated 
to local California-based radios and/or radio history, 
epitomized by Herrold’s early broadcasting and 
Remler “Scottie” radios 
 
As Dom walked the long concourse (it shows up at 
well over 400 feet in length on Google Earth), he 
stopped and read most of the exhibit’s captions, 
glass case by glass case.  He used his camera along 
the way, and we will let the Radio Age readers 
accompany Dom on his way along the concourse, 
seeing many of the  displays he paused at and 
captured on CCD (digital equivalent of film).  . 
 

This depiction of the relevant part of SFO shows 
where the exhibit on radio was held, up near the 
top, in the promenade leading to Terminal 3, de-
parture level, post-security. 
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Photo 1: Entering the walkway to Terminal 
3, sits this introduction, shown on p.3. 

Photo 2: Right away - these are not all “cute” 
radios, but include some of the prestigious 
Scotts and Silvers, like these magnificent and 
technically extravagant examples. 

 
Photo 3: This ex-
hibit was entitled 
“Plastic Radios,” 
and shows several 
kinds of plastic-
cased radios, in-
cluding Bakelite, 
Styrenes, and Plas-
kon/Beetle. 

Photo 5: The SFO display did not feature as much 
on early wireless technology as some might like, 
as most of that material would not be appealing to 
most of the public, but they did dress up the crys-
tal-set exhibit with the rare “Bug” crystal set, 
probably to attract youthful airport explorers, and 
thence, their parents. Dom then took a picture of 
the “Bug” crystal set, itself, which was on the 
lower tgable-like part of the display case. See 
Photo 8 on p.5. 

Photo 4: This display was a pat-your-own-back 
display showing some of the very scarce (at least 
here in the east) Remler “Scottie” radios.  Here, we 
have added the ‘Scottie” logo in the top-center 
blank space.  This Scottie picture was of a Catalin 
decorative pin, commissioned by Remler, and cast 
by Catalin Corp. in several colors.  This one was 
cast in alabaster, or off-white, and so we used the 
negative of its photo to make it match the black 
Scotties on the radios. 
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Photo 6: This, of course, is 
the Catalin exhibit, even 
though some of the radios 
shown do not, technically. 
Have Catalin cabinets, but, 
instead, Cast Bakelite or Fi-
berlon, which are both identi-
cal to Catalin in chemistry.  
Here we see radios by Emer-
son, Fada, ewald, RCA,  Mo-
torola,  and Sentinel. Many 
collectors, especially those in 
the San Francisco area, keep 
their Catalin radios in the “as-
found” color condition, 
meaning that  the original 
“alabaster” weill be left in the 
“pumpkin” or “muddy yel-
low”  that the alabaster trans-
formed to  owing to the influ-
ence of UV light irradiation 
over the years. Some collec-
tors buff away the thin af-
fected layer, to reveal the 
original colors. 
 

Photo 6: In the “portable” radio category, thankfully the 
composers skipped over the early “portables,” which were 
really ordinary boat-anchors, with handles added. 

Photo 7: In this category, Radio Drama, the 
composers used radio station posters and 
typical radios of the period, to good effect. 

Photo 8: This is 
the crystal radio 
that was featured 
in the “early” ra-
dio display case. 
We saw a similar 
one last June, in 
RadioActivity’s 
old equipment 
contest.  And 
here (R.) is one 
seen in Crystal 
Clear, V1. 
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FOR THE RECORD 
 

.The October 2018 meeting of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club, held on the 21st at Davidsonville, took the form 
of our annual RadioFallFest, and probably the largest autumn meets we have ever had since the annual October pic-
nics of the early and mid-1990s.  The flea market was active all morning, and the auction was large and fast-paced.  
The last-minute inclusion of a collection by a recently deceased member attracted collectors and investors from all 
over the eastern half of the country.  We will be publicizing the statistics of the meet in a future issue of Radio Age.  
Meanwhile gat those Show-N-Tell items polished up and bone up on the presentation and display tables for the next 
several meets, and don’t forget, the December meeting is at Sully Station in Northern Virginia.. 

Photos 9 (L.) and 10 (R.): These exhibits show “early” radio features, first, early broadcasting, which 
was, in part, a tribute to California’s Doc Herrold, claimed to be the first broadcaster. The other display 
features radios that resemble lamps, books and desk sets, as novelty items. 

Photos 11 (L.) and 12 (R.): The left display is titled simply :Tabletop Radios,” and there were several 
display cases with these type radios; the display on the right shows radio tubes, from about 1922 to 
the wartime period.  This display also shows a Crosley Pup one-tube set and a Lucite-cased set. 
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A 
LBERT Hull was an important figure in 
the development of radio and electronics 
at General Electric. He had been edu-

cated not only in the sciences and engineering, 
but in classical Latin and Greek.  He enjoyed ap-
pending Greek-derived terms onto novel devices 
and machines developed by GE researchers, usu-
ally to the consternation of GE’s patent attorneys, 
who often took the terminology literally, and 
consequently had difficulty seeing the connection 
between the device’s GE name and its function or 
appearance.  For example, it was Hull who sug-
gested the name Kenotron to an early GE high-
vacuum rectifier tube, where the first part, Keno- 
is from the Greek for empty and –tron  was in-
tended to be short for electron, itself from the 
Greek.  In other words, Kenotron meant vacuum 
electron device.  GE’s Pliotron was a power elec-
tron device, derived from the Greek, as well.  
Outsiders called all such names “Greco-
Schenectady terminology,” often with a bit of 
annoyance. 
 
In the electron tube industry, Greco-Schenectady 
terms abounded and were often created by non-
GE people – RCA (technically not part of GE 
after 1920) called all their vacuum tubes Ra-
diotrons, and many such terms were universally 
adopted, like magnetron, klystron, or thyratron. 
 
But among the early radio manufacturers, a dif-
ferent Greco-Schenectady term became popular, 
the suffix –dyne.  Of course, some of the serious 
and long-standing radio circuit types were chris-
tened with –dyne names, as well, such as hetero-
dyne (and superheterodyne) and it’s cousin, the 
homodyne circuit  Some others had wide usage, 
but connoted a particular circuit feature, like 
Neutrodyne  But there were many short-lived -
dynes, and those we will list here., One can scan 
through the 24 or so volumes of Rider, or through 
Morgan McMahon’s Radio Collector’s Guide, 
and readily find about 70 or so radios given a 

“something-dyne” name.  Here’s one such list, 
mostly from 1923-29. 
 

 

Whatever-dyne Manufacturer/Seller 

Polydyne 6 AC Dayton Co. 
Aladyne Aladdin Mfg. Co. 

Ultradyne 6 Allen-Rogers-Madison 
Marv-O-dyne Amber Mfg. Co. 
Amacodyne American Apparatus Co. 
Deresnadyne Andrews Radio 

Babydyne A and T Radio Co. 
Radiodyne Atwater Kent  
Audiodyne Audiola Radio 
Cincodyne Blue Seal Mfg. Co. 

Ray-O-dyne Brown Radio Co. 
Duodyne (kit) Camfield Radio Mfg. Co. 
Regenodyne Chelsea Radio Corp. 
Clearodyne Cleartone Radio Div. 

K Clar-o-dyne Crouch-Wilson Co. 
Solodyne Cummings Radio Corp. 

Reactodyne Dewitt-LaFrance Co. 
Equidyne Doron Bros. Electric Co. 
Escodyne Electric Service Co. 

Dyncodyne Electric Service Eng’g. Co. 
Simpli-dyne Electric Service Shop 
Aurodyne Farmers Wireless Tel. Co. 
Duodyne Globe Electric Co. 
Pliodyne Golden-Leutz 
Ultradyne Goulding Mfg. Co.  
Radyne Great Western Radio Corp. 

Flexodyne Charles Hall 
Dyne-6 Herald Radio Co. 

Blitzdyne Hoag Mfg. Co. 
Hexadyne W. D. Hunt Co. 
Hyperdyne Indiana Mfg. & Elec. Co. 
Concerdyne Jones Radio Mfg. Co. 
Tranadyne Kehler Radio Labs. 
Babydyne Ken-Mar Radio Corp. 

L2 Ultradyne Keystone Radio Service 
Logodyne Kodel Mfg. 
Microdyne Lakeside Supply Co. 
Capacidyne LaMar Mfg. Co. 
Wav-o-dyne Walter Lytton Co. 

GRECO-SCHENECTADY - THE LANGUAGE OF RADIO BRANDS 
OR- HOW MANY DYNES EQUAL ONE STONE-FURLONG PER FORTNIGHT SQUARED? 

BY ED LYON 

Oh, we’re not through, yet.  The list continues 
on page 9. 
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H 
UGO Gernsback’s Radio-
Craft Magazine was a stal-
wart defender of Roosevelt’s 

New Deal and his NRA (National Re-
covery Act), and often expounded on 
the 1930s recovery of the radio indus-
try.  In 1935, when the Great Depres-
sion was in its seventh year, Radio-
Craft. Illustrated the strength of the 

struggling-but-succeeding radio industry by publish-
ing the fact that the number of active radio manufac-
turers in January 1935 was only 1.1 percent of the 
number active in 1924, and was producing more ra-
dios that all of those failed companies combined  in 
1924.   What wasn’t said was that the industry was 
out of control in the 1920s, and most of the compa-
nies that failed before Radio-Craft’s January 1935 
date had actually failed by 1927, two years before the 
Depression started.  And the reason they failed was 
that it took a bit of time for the buying public to real-
ize that very few of the early radios sold as very ex-
pensive entertainment appliances were becoming ob-
solete long before they could be paid for, and the 
public simply refused to buy most of the radios being 
manufactured between 1924 and 1928.  Only when 
the combination of superheterodyne circuit, tetrode/
pentode tubes, and “socket-power” were combined in 
a radio did the common buyer think he was looking 
at a set that could last for five or so years, and, with 
but five or six tubes, was affordable in the first place.  
That happy day finally arrived in the early 1930s, and  
the manufacturers who didn’t believe it were doomed 
to join their out-of-work forebears whose outfits 
failed during the radio craze years of 1924-28. 
 

R 
EMEMBER the Luxembourg Effect?  This 
journal had an article about it back in March, 
2002.  It was a mysterious appearance of 

Radio Luxembourg’s program material on other sta-
tions’ programs, usually heard during pauses in the 
voice or music on the “victim” station’s program, 
sometimes for hours on end, and usually in the eve-
ning.  Radio Paris and Radio Delft were the “victim”  
stations at times.  It was explained by ionospheric 
scientists as an unusual heterodyning of the two sig-
nals in the electron-rich environment of the iono-
sphere above Europe. This mixing of the signals left 
Radio Luxembourg’s voices and music riding on Ra-
dio Paris’s signal, something the Parisiénnes did not 
appreciate.  The scientists explained that it was the 

Tidbits 
high power of Radio Luxembourg that , in effect, 
“heated” the ionosphere and caused the heterodyn-
ing.  In my search for evidence of the same effect in 
our own country, it appears that Cincinnati’s WLW, 
once the highest power station in the country, caused 
Luxembourg effects on several stations’ signals, 
back in the early 1930s.  Radio-Craft’s February and 
June  (1935) issues carried short articles and notes 
on WLW’s music over-riding the program material 
on KDKA numerous times in 1934-35, and one lis-
tener found WLW’s program on six or more sta-
tions’ signals, including KDKA,  WTAM, WJZ, 
WGY, and WSM, all of these stations running at 
high power, and of course, WLW running at least 
100 kW.   
 
This heterodyning effect is why the  HAARP trans-
mitter operates in Alaska.  This transmitter can pro-
duce several hundred megawatts effective radiated 
power in its narrow vertically-aimed beam at se-
lected frequencies from 2 to 10 MHz. The HAARP 
transmitter and its antenna array can also be ar-
ranged to send two signals upward, with the signals’ 
frequencies set to be slightly different, for example, 
one signal at 3 MHz and the other at 3.002 MHz.  
These mix in the lower ionosphere to produce a sig-
nal at 2 kHz, readily detectable with a VLF receiver, 
or even by a coil of wire and a headphone.  
 
By using an audio spectrum analyzer instead of a 
headphone, scientists at a site about 30 miles away 
can detect the ramped audio-frequency signal result-
ing from HAARP sending one steady 2 MHz signal 
plus a second signal that ramps from 2 MHz upward 
to 2..007 MHz.  By measuring the delay between the 
time the signals are transmitted and the audio sig-
nals are received, they can determine the height 
where the signal heterodyning takes place.  They 
also notice that the audio-frequency signals propa-
gate upward, following the earth’s magnetic lines of 
force that arch up thousands of kilometers returning 
to earth deep in the southern hemisphere    A site on 
the island of Tangaroa captures the same audio fre-
quency ramp, but only the portion of the ramp from 
2 kHz upward to well above 5 kHz.   
 
And the signals’ journey to Tangaroa takes several 
seconds! 
 
And they bounce back to be received once again in 
Alaska, taking several more seconds! 
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Continued from p.7 
 

 
 
Of course there were some catchy names claimed 
by more than one company, and great fuss would 
sometimes occur when this happened.  The larg-
est such uproar was when Western Coil brought 
claims against Atwater Kent for Kent’s using the 
name Radiodyne as a nickname for his Model 10 
(4340) breadboard, and had to quit using the 
name in advertising and on the parts already 

Whatever-dyne Manufacturer/Seller 

Marlodyne Marlow Co. 

Reactodyne Martin Copeland Co. 

Morradyne Morrison Radiophone Co. 

Magadyne Nassau Radio Co. 

Monodyne Nat’l. Airphone Corp. 

Electradyne Peerless Radio Co. 

Ultradyne Phenix Radio Corp. 

Radiodyne Western Coil & Elec. Co. 

Ricodyne Radio Industries Corp. 

Pliodyne Radio Parts Co.Labs. 

RPMODYNE Radio Parts Mfg. Co. 

Selectodyne Radio Rite Service Labs. 

Tropadyne Radio Specialty Co. 

Thorola Islodyne Reichmann Co. 

Thermiodyne Shepard Potter Co. 

Compendyne E. Singer Co. 

Standardyne Standard Radio Corp. 

Synchrodyne Stanley Radio Corp. 

Akradyne Sunbeam Radio Sales 

Tem-co-dyne Terey Elect. & Mfg. Co. 

Torodyne Torodyne Mfg. Co. 

Apollodyne Triangle Elec. Co. 

Superdyne C.D. Tuska Co. 

Super Unidyne Uniradio Mfg. Co. 

Magnadyne Windsor Radio Co. 

Combidyne Wolverine Radio Co. 

Thor-o-dyne Yale Radio & Elec. Co. 

Magnadyne Magnus Elec. Co. 

manufactured, and we refer to that particular 
breadboard as a Radiodyne to this day – and we 
also refer to Western’s series of radios as a Radi-
odyne, as well. 
 
So, how many of these (or others!) do you have 
in your collection?  Write the editor and we will 
mention it in this journal. 

(Continued on page 10) 

Western Coil and Electric’s Model 15 Radiodyne 
of about 1925, which followed a series of Radio-
dyne models dating to 1923. 

The Atwater Kent 10 breadboard Model 4340, 
called a Radiodyne by AK, and so labeled on the 
RF transformer units, as seen below.  Thanks to 
MAARC’s Ray Thompson for the photos, from  a 
Radio Age article file from many years ago. 
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We’ve all seen them –  typified by a phone jack (or 
equivalent) on the back of a table-top or console ra-
dio, marked “Phono” or “Television”  and the idea 
was simple: it allowed plugging an outside source of 
audio signal into the audio section of the radio, per-
mitting the user to listen to the phonograph or wire/
tape player in lieu of the radio program.  Sometimes 
there was a switch there, as well, to absolutely dis-
connect the radio’s audio signal, so as not to mix the 
signals with each other.  In some, plugging in the ex-
ternal source was via a phone plug which itself oper-
ated the switch-over circuit, and in some cheaper ar-
rangements, connecting the auxiliary input loaded the 
radio’s normal source (the detector stage) of audio 
signal so that it failed to function properly, and did 
not mix its signal into the circuit. 
 
Well, in many old radios there was no such auxiliary 
audio input jack, and the addition of one was left as 
an exercise for the owner or the owner’s favorite ra-
dio repair shop.  In most cases the original owner 
never considered adding such a signal to the radio’s 
audio channel, but one of us collectors or current 
owners thought adding one a good idea.  That was the 
issue recently faced by one of our restorers, and the 
old radio involved was brought in by a collector who 
wanted the audio channel added; the radio was a very 
common RCA Radiola 60.  This was the RCA’s last 
struggle with an “8-in-line,”  not much unlike all the 
kit-built or magazine-article-built long-box superhets 
that became so popular from 1924 to about 1930, 
except the Radiola 60 was “socket-powered.”  This 

radio has a power rectifier (type 80) plus eight radio-
circuit tubes, all triodes, being seven type 27 and a 71
-A audio output amplifier.  In this radio, the power 
supply is on a separate chassis, joined to the radio 
chassis, itself, by an 11-conductor cable and match-
ing terminal strip.   
 
So, at first glance, it appears that adding in a separate 
audio signal is a piece of cake: install a jack, perhaps 
one with an integral switch that disconnects the ra-
dio’s audio signal path when a plug is inserted in the 
jack – but then, wait, it appears from the schematic 
that the radio’s volume control is arranged to vary the 
bias levels at several places in the set, and would not 
control the loudness of the audio introduced via the 
added jack.  Trouble was that our erstwhile restorer 
didn’t immediately see the complex effect of operat-
ing the radio’s volume control, and he replaced that 
(450-ohm!!) control with a more conventional half-
megohm audio volume control wired in the usual 
audio volume control fashion, as a signal voltage di-
vider (to chassis), feeding the 71-A output tube’s 
grid.  With the old control now gone, it was replaced 
by a 470-ohm resistor with one end also grounded, 
like the original control’s wiper arm connection 
had been. 
 
Big trouble.  The radio now plated very poorly and 
no longer worked at all over the whole dial span, and 
the restorer asked why.  Quick answer was that in 
that crude old superhet, the volume control was in-
tended to vary the grid bias levels at four or five spe-

ED’S RESTORATION BENCH      NO. 12 
ADDING A PHONO INPUT AND GETTING MAJESTIC PERFORMANCE 

BY ED LYON 
A common task for the radio serviceman of yesteryear was to add a phonograph jack to the family  radio, to get 
better sound than what came out of the record-player.  Here, a collector wants one added to an old classic. 

The RCA Radiola 60 schematic taken from Rider.  This is a triode-only superhet, and a poor performer. 
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cific stages in the set, except in the local oscillator.  
Indeed, the old volume control directly changed the 
grid bias of four stages – 2 RF and 2 IF, but in do-
ing so, it changed the B+ current drawn from the 
power supply, which changed the bias levels every-
where else.  The reason this happened, of course, 
was that all these bias levels were developed in a 
series string of six resistances in the B+ return.  
The restorer’s quick replacement of the 450-ohm 
volume control by a fixed 470-ohm resistor with 
one end grounded then set the radio circuit into a 
full-volume state or a zero-volume state, depending 
on which end of the 470-ohm resistor he grounded, 
and in neither condition would the radio behave (it 
either would not play at all, or it oscillated).  This 
was not helped by the restorer also grounding the 
bottom end of his added half-meg volume control, 
which set the 71-A output tube’s grid into a high-
plate-current state, further upsetting all the biases. 
 
The best way to introduce an external audio signal 
in this model radio would require using a dual 
(ganged) volume control or two controls, along 
with a switch to select which audio source would 
play through the radio’s rather meager audio sys-
tem.  The ganged control route can be done using a 
500-ohm pot to replace the current 450-ohm vol-
ume control; then add a convenient-value (maybe 
100K to 500K) pot section made by the same 
manufacturer and made to be ganged. The impor-
tant point is to be careful with where grid returns 
go; use the same returns that already exist for this 
radio, to avoid upsetting bias levels and, conse-
quently, upsetting plate currents.  For signals 
(audio, in this case), you can always bypass the 
return to chassis with a capacitor.  The Radiola 60 
has a relatively low gain audio section, so that you 
might need to add pre-amplification, depending on 
the source of your audio signals. 
 

A Majestic Radio World Upgrade -- 
 
Back in the 1990s, when I-95 was sometimes navi-
gable, Millie and I would take an early springtime 
drive down to the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill 
neighborhood to visit our daughter and enjoy the 
beauty of daffodils and redbud (and simultaneously 
leave the leftover wet, dirty snow back in the 
Maryland highlands).  On one of these trips, our 
daughter had called beforehand and said that a stu-
dent in one of the labs she tended was interested in 
old radios and had been given one by his grand-

mother.  And… it needed some work done because it 
didn’t work.  She was told by the student that it was a 
Majestic Model 71, and she wondered if I could take a 
look at it for him.. 
 
The model she cited used a Majestic 70 chassis, and is 
a well-known set, mainly for being massively heavy, 
with a huge power supply unit and dynamic speaker 
on a lower level and the radio chassis above it on a 
shelf. It dates from 1928-29 and uses a neutralized 
TRF circuit, with a four-gang tuning capacitor.  The 
student had noted to our daughter that some of the 
tubes were wrong types, based on a schematic he had.  
So I packed a full complement of tubes, just in case of 
need, plus my tool kit and a meter. On arrival at our 
daughter’s place, the radio was already there, sitting 
on the porch. 
 
The radio cabinet was in fine condition, but the power 
unit had slid out of the cabinet at some recent time, 
and had pulled apart the interconnecting cable of 
wires, and that seemed to be the main problem, but 
one that was readily repaired.  On examining the set in 
better detail, I noticed that a tube socket had been 
changed from a four-pin to a five-pin type.  This was 
the audio amplifier stage, which shows up in Rider as 
a type 26 filamentary triode.  The five-pin socket was 
wired as for a type 27, though, but its heater wires 
went to the heater connections for the detector stage, 
another type 27.  This was an old modification, based 
on the type wires used and the old solder appearance..  
Then I noticed that the detector tube was not a typoe 
27, but iustead, a type 56.  The first audio tube, origi-
nally a 26, was probably also a type 56, but was now 
missing. 
 
So it appeared that someone, long ago, had upgraded 
the radio by swapping out the type 27 detector tube 
and the type 26 audio amplifier for newer type 56 tri-
odes.   I had brought two type 27 tubes in my kit of 
replacement parts, but no type 56.  A quick call to Ed 
Bell, in nearby Raleigh, solved that problem, and I 
traded a type 27 globe-shaped tube to him for a type 
56.  After putting that tube in the 5-pin socket some-
one had installed for this stage, I took some time to 
examing the set for other possible modifications.  I 
admired the fact that someone in the past had recog-
nized the superiority of the type 56 over both the 27 
detector stage and the 26 audio amplifier, and had 
gone to the trouble of making the socket change.  I 
noticed that someone had also drilled several quarter-

(Continued on page 12) 
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inch holes in the tops of the tube shield cans that 
cover the type 26 RF amplifier tubes.  These holes 
were irregular in spacing and finish, and looked al-
most as if they had been made with an ice pick.  It 
could be that some of the holes were always there, 
for ventilation of the tubes, but had been enlarged 
with a punch or screw-driver.  
 

I had packed a schematic diagram of my own, just in 
case the one that the fellow had was for the wrong 
model, and compared it with the revised part of this 
chassis.  Since the original audio amplifier had been 
a type 26 filamentary triode, it had a hum-balancing 
potentiometer in its filament circuit, but that was 
when that stage had its own 1.5-volt filament supply 
winding on the power transformer.  Now that stage 
had the five-contact socket and a type 56 tube, 
which “borrowed” 2.5 volts for its heater from the 
original detector stage, formerly a type 27, now a 
type 56.  The hum adjusting potentiometer had been 
wired into that 2.5-volt winding, and the original 
two fixed resistors in that circuit had been removed.  
So now the hum adjusting potentiometer worked on 
both the detector and audio amplifier stages. 
 

Seeing nothing amiss, I went ahead and fired up the 
radio, still on the porch, and with a hank of wire as 
an antenna.  It played immediately, and I was glad to 
find that the hum adjustment was quite non-critical 
in its setting, with hum noticeable only when the set 
was tuned between stations and the volume control 
was advanced.  I believe the change to the type 56 
tubes and the ventilation holes in the type 26 tube 
shields made this radio better in operation than the 
original, and I remarked that sometime in the distant 
past this upgrade must have become popular, per-
haps only in the area from whence the radio’s own-
ers came from.  It seems that the current owner had 
been given the set by his grandmother, whose late 
husband had bought it new in 1929 or 1930, and had 
had it repaired in a Raleigh radio shop only once, 
thought to be before or during the war. 
 
Now, fast forward to June 2017 when I bought a 
small pack of old radio magazines at RadioActivity 
2017.  In the pack was a neatly tied bundle of about 
ten issues of Radio World, then a small-format 
(about 6”x9”) monthly journal of about 60 or 70 
pages, these issues dated in the late 1930s.  There in 
the August 1937 issue, and on its cover, was the arti-
cle “Modernizing Old Majectics,” which described 
exactly the same upgrades I had run across in servic-
ing this radio.  I wonder how many other Majestics 

(Continued from page 11) 
with model 70 chassis have been discovered by our 
collectors?  Write the editor if your Model 71, 72, 
etc., has these upgrades. 

Above: The issue of Radio World that described 
the modifications that improved the set I was 
called to restore. Below is their schematic. 
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BAMBY - A Pocket-Set from Nitto (Japan) 
Part 2 - The Finish - and Afterlife 

By Joe Sousa  
We received numerous inquiries about how Joe repaired the lead-in wire in a Bambi tube base and so we expand Joe’s notes 
on that subject here, then proceed to describe Joe’s investigation into Bamby’s circuit and its restoration and “finish.”[Ed.] 

E 
ARLY in the restoration process, a base pin on 
the detector/audio tube (a rare Japanese 
15DMSF diode-pentode) stayed bonded by cor-

rosion to the socket when the tube was removed, neces-
sitating recreating the base pin of the tube.  This oc-
curred in the early Bamby restoration stages, mainly 
involving removal of rust and corrosion and trying to 
save components, especially irreplaceable ones, from 
complete destruction from the battery corrosion that had 
eaten into all the metallic content over the years.  I 
found that replacement of this tube’s pin, and those 
heavily corroded pins of several other tubes was possi-
ble through the use of 1-mm diameter brass tubing sold 
in hobby shops.  Replacement of the now-missing pin 
(one of the filament terminals) of this 15DMSF would 
be tough, since the remaining pin’s stub ended essen-
tially at its emergence from the glass “button base.”  So 
I needed to weld a new thin wire to that stub, thin 
enough to fit inside the 1-mm tubing now used to re-
place the damaged pin. 
 
The welding process involves discharging a 1000 μF 
capacitor, that had been charged to about 20 volts, by 
way of the new piece of wire and the barely protruding 
stub of the original filament- connection wire.  To get 
contact to that stub required poking a needle into it from 
the side; the needle is soldered to a wire that will be 
connected to my 1000 μF capacitor.  The other capacitor 
terminal was wired to the new thin wire to be welded to 
the stub, via a switch.  The capacitor is charged to 20 
volts with a bench power supply, the switch is closed, 
and the new thin wire is carefully brought down to 
barely touch the old stub.  It sparks, and with some 
practice, and luck, finds the wire spot-welded to the 
stub.  The connection is usually weak, structurally, and 
mine needed to be bolstered by soldering, using a pencil
-point-shaped iron and rosin-flux solder. Then to add 
more strength so I could thread the thin wire through 
the new tubular tube pin, I used an UV-cured cement to 
bond the new joint to the glass surrounding that pin.  
The picture here shows the method of completing the 
welding circuit with the needle. For this combination 
diode-pentode tube, I had to make three pins for its 
base, including this filament pin; fortunately I did not 
have to make up new wire leads to solder into the other 
two pins.   
 
The Bakelite base for this detector/audio tube was not 
damaged (except for the three pins) and I was able to 

clean it so that the tube then looked and operated as –
new.  A little later this tube suffered another minor prob-
lem when I inadvertently soldered one of its base’s pins 
to its socket, but that was relatively easily corrected.  I 
had to make a new “Bakelite-like” base for one of the 
other tubes that had got several pins loosened and some 
breaks in the original Bakelite base.  The epoxy looks 
just like one of the original Bakelite bases, and the new 
brass pins look spiffy. 
 
While this tube repair work and corrosion removal work 
was going on, it left periods of inactivity (ultrasonic 
cleaning for hours, epoxy curing, etc.) which I used in 
tracing the circuit and testing components and wiring. 
The circuit-tracing went quite easily,as I had already 
had the set taken nearly completely apart and had to 
make penty of notes as to where the various tube termi-
nals went.  That was how I verified my estimates as to 
tube internal connections, as described in the first part 
of this story (September 2018 issue of Radio Age). With 
only three tubes, Bamby qualifies as a superhet in the 
same sense that the Philco 80 series of baby cathedrals 
does.  The input stage is the converter, a heptode 
(almost like the pentagrid of AA5 fame), operated at 
fixed gain (no AVC), from the ferrite rod antenna.  Its 
plate circuit has a single-tuned IF tank circuit, then re-
sistance-capacitance coupled to the IF amplifier, a pen-
tode, again operated at fixed gain.  This stage then feeds 
the diode section of the detector/audio tube, which then 
feeds the volume control pot, which drives the output 
audio pentode part of that tube. 
 
Then, after getting characteristic-curve traces made on 

(L.) The 15DMSF detector/audio tube button-base, 
with the white needle jabbed into the cleaned stub 
of broken-off lead-in wire; (C.) the 15DMSF as it 
appeared before base removal and welding of new 
wire; (R.) same tube with home-brew epoxy base. 
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the tubes, I was in the process of removing a tube 
again, when it happened.  A slip of the screwdriver, and 
I momentarily shorted B+ to the filament connection 
and blew out all three tubes.  Yes, I know, how could a 
person do such a thing?  This was a direct repeat of 
what nearly all radio tinkerers did at one moment in 
their lives, a moment they would all love to be able to 
undo.  The difference is that many of those fellows 
could hardly afford to lose a string of precious UX-
230s, whereas I have piles of tubes on hand – but unfor-
tunately, these three duds are the only tubes of their 
particular types that I know of.  
 
I contacted Jon Hall, the radio’s owner, and he was gra-
cious about the whole thing, and thought that the repair 
work was reward enough, as he thought he would never 
have got the set going without the tube rebuilding exer-
cise I had gone through.  My first reaction to losing all 
three tubes was to check that I had saved the tube char-
acteristic curves I had collected, and that turned out to 
be so; then, my next move was to see if three of the 
Soviet rod-element tubes I had so carefully analyzed 
over the past ten years would yield three substitute 
tubes that would work.  That also turned out to be true, 
which meant that I could devise three substitute tubes 
by refitting them with bases that had the pin-out of the 
original tubes.  The Soviet tubes never had bases, so 
that part meant that I would have to make up three 
bases like the one I replaced when working over the 
original set of tubes.  I also had to wrap copper foil on 
the stage that had been spray-shielded. 
 
But then I came across a versatile replacement for the 
converter stage, the former 17MSF heptode, namely a 
1V6 tube. So the final complement was 1V6, and two 
Soviet 1zh24b (1Ж24Б, in Cyrillic) rod tubes.  The rod 
tubes are so flexible in their electron flow control, that I 
was able to use the “pentode” as a combination diode 
detector and triode, as substitute for the original diode-
plus-audio-pentode.  In the schematic it appears weird, 
using the rod tube’s anode and suppressor rods in paral-
lel as a diode plate, and using the rod tube’s screen rod 
as the audio output anode.  All three tubes were able to 
be stuffed into bases that fit the sockets, and Bamby 
came alive.  
 
I kept Jon and the other e-mail colleagues aware of how 
the work was going, and got a number of suggested 
ways of substituting for the now-dud Japanese tubes, 
including more than one suggestion that I use FETs for 
the tubes, building them into wafers that might fit under 
the original tubes.  So I built a set of three solid state 
substitutes that can be used in lieu of the rod tubes and 
which also work well in the circuit.  But some old trou-
bles came back, one of which was oscillation in the IF 

 

stage when the solid state wafers were used instead of 
tubes.  I had had a similar problem for a short while 
with the Russian tubes in the circuit, and it turned out 
to be some sort of leakage in the IF transformer.  This 
is probably to be expected when battery juices soak 
into a coil for a long time, allowing leakage currents to 
flow where they want to.  So I removed it again and 
washed it in distilled water, rinsed it,  and dried it with 
mild oven heat. After it was dry, I could no longer 
measure leakage between windings, so I re-installed it 
and now Bamby plays well with the original [and re-
built, and then (sob!) blown out] tubes in the sockets 
and tiny FET-powered discs under the tubes doing the 
dirty work.  At least, if and when Jon ever finds re-
placement tubes, he should be able to plug them in and 
Bamby should play.  With our luck, though, that will 
be the same day that the FCC orders the cessation of 
AM broadcasting.   Getting the Bamby to work again 
has been a true adventure, with difficulties, successes, 
and real tests of whether this hobby is worth all the 
painstaking work and occasional heartbreak.  
 
 Of course it is. 

Three generations of tubes for Bamby - top row 
shows the original tubes;  middle row shows the 
1V6 and Russian rod tubes; bottom are the pro-
totypes of my final discs that fit under the duds. 
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Antique Radio Repair :   30 
years experience in repair of 
antique radios and tube equip-
ment.  Reasonable Rates.   Jay 
Forbes, 21128 Stonecrop Pl, 
Ashburn, VA, 20147. 703-729-
9432. Email: jfradio@aol.com; or 
web: www.jfradiorepair.com 
 
For Sale: 
 Photocopies of DOD publication 
on tube tester Models I-177, I-
177A, I-177B, and socket adapter 
MX-949/U (the external plug-in 
unit for testing transmitting and 
other tubes with sockets not in the I
-177). 20-page 8.5 x 11 document 
contains instructions for these tube 
testers and the adapter, schematic 
and other info, and test data for 
many more tubes than are listed in 
the small book in the lid. $8 
postpaid in U.S.A. All proceeds 
benefit the Museum. Check 
payable to NCRTV Museum--mail 
to NCRTV Museum, PO Box 1809, 
Bowie, MD 20717. Or, order at 
ncrtv.org and pay via Pay Pal. 
 
 

Wanted:  Person who bought a 
Knight-Kit T-60 60-watt AM-CW 
Transmitter at RadioWinterFest-
2018.  I have found the manual, 
marked up by whoever built it, 
with some component value 
changes and other helpful notes. 
Please contact me, Vic Velelli, at 
vele.vic46@gmail.com  
 
Wanted:  Audio magazine January 
1987, any condition. Cash paid. 
John Okolowicz, (215) 542-1597, 
john@grillecloth.com.  

 Classified Ads 
Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication. 
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed. 

 
Wanted: Geiger Counter aficio-
nados – I would like to corre-
spond with members interested 
in ‘40s to ‘50s vintage Geiger 
Counters. I’ve managed to repair 
a couple of ‘em, including one 
made by HEATH, and would be 
pleased to discuss the trials and 
tribulations encountered. I would 
like to hear about members’ ex-
perience with vibrator type as 
well as Royer circuitry. Has any-
one ever built one from scratch 
using Popular Electronics plans? 
Please email or telephone! 
Stephen Imms 
1481 Lynda Ave 
Clarkdale, AZ 86324 
(928) 852-0881 
steveimms@cableone.net 

 
WELCOME 

NEW/RENEWED MEMBERS 
 

Tim Catlin, Honeoye Falls, NY  
James Fisher, Dauphin, PA  
Steve Geary, Sidney, OH  
Michael Hayes, Whitesburg, TN 
George Marshall, Midlothian, VA  
David Sacco, Rochester, NY   
 
Thanks to Joe Koester, Tom 
Shearer, and Geoff Shearer for 
recruitment efforts. 
 
 
NOTE: This issue of Radio Age 
was composed in color.. If you 
want a PDF version sent via e-
mail, send an e-mail to Ed Lyon, 
editor. 
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MAARC Your Calendar! 
 

 

Sun., Nov. 18 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, 
meeting at 1:00.  Program: Eric Stenberg: Veneer repair,  
Display Table: Fiberboard/cardboard case radios. 

 

Sun., Dec.16 MAARC meeting at Sully Station Community Center in 
Centreville,. VA. Map, page 15.  Tailgating 11:30 am onward; 
Meeting start: 1:00 am  Display table: Automotive-related 
novelty radios, transistor type!! 

Sun., Jan 20 RadioWinterFest at the National Electronics Museum, 
Linthicum, MD (near BWI),  All-day event; Indoor flea-
marketing.  Timetable as last year—see  Radio Age, either 
December 2017 or December 2018 (next month). 

Sun., Feb. 17 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, 
meeting at 1:00.  Program:  Super Show-’N’-Tell.  Bring a 
show-stopper!! 
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